Abstract. This paper proposes a hybrid method for fast and accurate Nearest Neighbor Classification. The method consists of a nonparametric cluster-based algorithm that produces a two-level speed-up data structure and a hybrid algorithm that accesses this structure to perform the classification. The proposed method was evaluated using eight real-life datasets and compared to four known speed-up methods. Experimental results show that the proposed method is fast and accurate, and, in addition, has low pre-processing computational cost.
Introduction
The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier [4] makes predictions by searching in the available Training Set (TS) for the k nearest items (neighbors) to a new item. The latter is assigned to the most common class among the retrieved k nearest neighbors. This method, in its simplest form, must compute all distances between the new item and all items in TS. Thus, the computational cost of searching depends on the size of TS and it may be prohibitive for large datasets and time-constrained applications.
The reduction of the cost of k-NN classifier remains an important open research issue that has attracted the interest of many researchers. Many methods have been proposed to speed-up k-NN searching. A possible categorization of these methods is: (i) Multi-attribute Indexes, (ii) Data Reduction Techniques (DRTs), and, (iii) Cluster-Based Methods (CBMs). DRTs, contrary to the other two categories, have the extra benefit of the reduction of storage requirements. The effectiveness of indexes [16] highly depends on the data dimensionality. In dimensions higher than ten, the curse of dimensionality may render their performance even worse than that of sequential search.
DRTs [18, 5, 20, 9, 6, 2, 13] reduce the computational cost of classification by building a small representative set of the initial training data, called the Condensing Set (CS). The idea behind DRTs is to apply the k-NN classifier over ⋆ S. Ougiaroglou is supported by a scholarship from the Greek Scholarships Foundations (I.K.Y.)
this small set attempting to achieve accuracy as high as when using the original TS. Most DRTs produce their CS by keeping or generating for each class, many representative items (or prototypes) for the close-class-borders data areas and removing the items of the "internal" data areas. DRTs can be divided into two main categories: (i) selection, and, (ii) abstraction algorithms. Both have the same motivation but differ on the way that they build the CS. Selection algorithms select some "real" TS items as prototypes. A typical example of this category is the well-known CNN-rule [7] . In contrast, abstraction algorithms generate prototypes by summarizing similar items. Examples of this category is the Chen and Jozwik method [3] and its variations (RSP algorithms [17] ). Selection and abstraction algorithms are reviewed categorized and compared to each other in [5] and [18] .
Contrary to DRTs, CBMs [8, 21, 10, 19] do not reduce the size of TS. They pre-process the training items and group them into clusters. For each new item, they dynamically form an appropriate training subset of the initial TS (or reference set) that is then used to classify the new item.
In our previous work [15] , we demonstrated that DRTs and CBMs can be combined in a hybrid classification method to achieve the desirable performance. In particular, we proposed a pre-processing algorithm to construct a data structure and a fast algorithm to classify new items by accessing this structure. The main disadvantage of our method was that both algorithms were parametric and required a trial-and-error procedure to properly adjust their parameters.
Our motivation for this paper was the development of a non-parametric and fast nearest neighbor classification method for large and high dimensional data that combines two speed-up strategies, namely, DRTs and CBMs. We have extensively evaluated the proposed method and compared it to well-known DRTs and CBMs using eight real-life datasets through a cross-validation schema.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers in detail the proposed classification method. Section 3 presents the experimental results of its evaluation against other k-NN classification methods. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and gives some future directions.
The proposed method
The proposed classification method includes two major stages: (i) pre-processing, that is applied on the TS items in order to construct the Speed-up Data Structure (SUDS), and, (ii) classification, that uses the SUDS and applies the proposed hybrid classifier. In this section, we present the pre-processing algorithm as well as the hybrid classifier.
The pre-processing algorithm builds SUDS by finding homogeneous clusters in TS. A cluster is homogeneous if it contains items of a specific class only. The SUDS Construction Algorithm (SUDSCA) repetitively executes the well-known k-Means clustering algorithm [12] until all of the identified clusters become homogeneous. SUDS is a two-level data structure. Its first level is a list of centroids (or representatives) of the identified homogeneous clusters. Each one represents a On the other hand, for each non-homogeneous cluster X, k-Means is executed on its items and identifies as many clusters as the number of distinct classes in X following the aforementioned procedure( Figure 1(c) ). The repetitive execution of k-means terminates when all constructed clusters are homogeneous. Practically, SUDSCA constructs large clusters for internal class data areas, and small clusters for close-class-border data areas.
SUDSCA can be easily implemented using a simple queue data structure that stores the unprocessed clusters. Initially, the whole TS constitutes an unprocessed cluster and it becomes the head of the queue (line 1 in Algorithm 1). In each iteration, SUDSCA checks if cluster C in the head of the queue is homogeneous or not (line 4). If it is, the cluster is added to SUDS (lines 5-7). Otherwise, the algorithm computes a mean item for each class (ClassCentroids) present in C (lines 9-13). SUDSCA continues by calling the k-Means clustering algorithm for the items of C (line 14). This procedure returns a list of clusters (N ewClusters) that are added to the queue structure (line 15) as unprocessed clusters. This procedure is repeated until the queue becomes empty (line 17).
Contrary to the pre-processing algorithm proposed in [15] , SUDSCA is nonparametric. It determines the length of SUDS automatically (i.e., the number of clusters) based on the dataset used. SUDSCA extends on the idea of a previous work of ours that introduced a fast DRT called Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (RHC) [14] . Here, our propose is not the development of a DRT, but the development of a hybrid, non-parametric method that combines DRTs and CBMs.
Algorithm 1 SUDS Construction Algorithm
Input: T S Output: SU DS 1: Enqueue(Queue, T S) 2: repeat 3:
if C is Homogeneous then 5:
Compute the mean vector (class-centroid) M of C 6: Put M into the first level of SU DS 7:
Put the items of C into the second level of SU DS and associate them to M 8:
ClassCentroids ← ∅ 10:
for each Class L in C do 11:
CentroidL ← Compute the mean vector of items that belong to L 12:
ClassCentroids ← ClassCentroids ∪ CentroidL 13: end for 14: The second part of the proposed method is a classifier that uses SUDS. It is called Hybrid Classification Algorithm based on Homogeneous Clusters (HCAHC) and is described in Algorithm 2. When a new item x arrives and must be classified (line 1 in Algorithm 2), HCAHC initially scans the first level of the SUDS and retrieves the Rk nearest representatives to x (lines 2-4). We call this scan a first level search. If all Rk retrieved representatives vote a specific class, x is classified to this class (lines 5-6). Otherwise, HCAHC goes to the second level of SUDS and x is classified by searching the k "real" items within the data subset dynamically formed by the union of the clusters of the Rk representatives (lines 8-10). We call this search a second level search.
Obviously, a second level search involves higher computational cost than a first level search. However, even in this case, HCAHC searches only a small subset of the initial TS data. For instance, suppose that SUDSCA has built a SUDS with 200 nodes and we have set Rk=8. HCAHC performs the first level search and retrieves the eight nearest representatives. Suppose that not all eight of them belong to the same class. As a result, HCAHC searches for the k nearest neighbors in the union of the eight clusters that correspond to the eight representatives and performs the classification. Even in this case, HCAHC avoids searching in the rest 192 clusters.
A new item can be classified via either a first or a second level search. Practically, the first level search is an abstraction DRT, while the second level search is a CBM. That is why HCAHC is a hybrid method. Furthermore, when HC-AHC performs a second level search, it accesses an almost noise-free subset of Classify x to M C1 7: else 8:
Scan within the set formed by the union of clusters of the Rk representatives and retrieve the k Nearest Neighbors (NNs) to x {Second level search} 9:
Find the majority class M C2 of the k NNs (ties are resolved by 1-NN) 10:
Classify x to M C2 11:
end if 12: end for the initial TS. Since each cluster contains items of a specific class only, the subset (union of the Rk clusters) will not contain noisy items of other irrelevant classes, i.e., classes which are not represented by the Rk representatives. Thus, classification performance is not affected as much by noisy data. Of course, the length of SUDS depends on the level of noise. The more noisy items in TS, the higher the final number of homogeneous clusters (or length of SUDS).
Since we aim to a non-parametric method, we must find a way to automatically determine Rk. In the experiments of the following section, we have tested the effect of the value of Rk on the performance of our method. In addition, we use the empirical rule: Rk = ⌊ √ |SU DS|⌋, where |SU DS| is the number of nodes (clusters) in SUDS.
Performance Evaluation

Experimental Setup
The proposed classification method was tested using eight real life datasets distributed by KEEL Repository 1 [1] (see Table 1 ). For comparison purposes, we evaluated: (i) CNN-rule [7] , the first and one of the most popular selection DRTs, (ii) RSP3 [17] , the well-known abstraction DRT, (iii) the CBM proposed by Hwang and Cho (Hwang's method) [8] , and, (iv) our abstraction DRT called RHC [14] . All methods were implemented in C and evaluated using 5-fold cross validation. For each dataset, we used the five already constructed pairs of Training/Testing sets hosted by KEEL repository. These sets are appropriate for 5-fold cross validation. Furthermore, we used the Euclidean distance as the distance metric.
CNN-rule, RSP3 and RHC are non-parametric methods, that is, they do not use user-defined parameters in order to reduce the data. On the other hand, Hwang's method is parametric. In addition to parameter k (number of nearest neighbors to search), which is used by all methods during the classification step, it uses three extra parameters. For two of those parameters we used the values suggested by Hwang and Cho in their experiments. The third parameter, C, is used during the pre-processing phase and is related to the number of clusters that are constructed by the k-Means clustering algorithm. We built eight Hwang's classifiers using different C values. More specifically, each classifier i=1,.
where n is the number of TS items. The first classifier, i.e. i=1 is based on the rule of thumb C = ⌊ √ n 2 ⌋ [11] . Although SUDSCA is non-parametric, HCAHC is a parametric classifier. In addition to k, it uses parameter Rk. We built 29 HCAHC classifiers, for Rk=2,3,. . . ,30, and we also considered the automatic determination of Rk (see Section 2). We refer to that classifier as HCAHC-sqrt. For both HCAHC and Hwang's method, we report only the most accurate classifiers for each cost.
During the classification step, all methods involve parameter k. The DRTs perform k-NN classification using their CS, while Hwang's method does this over a small reference set that is dynamically formed for each new item. Finally, HCAHC searches for k nearest neighbors when it performs a second level search. We used the best k values for each method and dataset, i.e., the value that achieved the highest classification accuracy. In effect, we ran the cross validation many times for different k values and kept the best one. Table 2 presents the pre-processing computational costs in terms of millions (M) distance computations (how many distances were computed during the preprocessing). As we expected, SUDSCA and RHC were executed very fast in comparison to the other approaches. This happened because: (i) the construction of SUDS and of the RHC condensing set are based on the repetitive execution of the fast k-Means clustering algorithm, and, (ii) in both cases, k-Means uses the mean items of the classes as initial centroids, and thus, clusters are consolidated very quickly. It is worth mentioning that SUDSCA and RHC pre-processing could become even faster had we used a different k-Means stopping criterion than the full clusters consolidation (no item move from one cluster to another during a complete algorithm pass).
Pre-processing comparisons
Concerning the other methods, RSP3 was the most time consuming approach. This is because RSP3 repetitively executes a costly procedure for finding the most distant items in data groups. Hwang's method for i ≥ 5 is executed very fast. However, in real applications, the user must perform a trial-end-error procedure for determining the parameters. This may render pre-processing a hard and extremely time consuming procedure. Although CNN-rule is quite faster than RSP3, its pre-processing cost remains at high levels.
Classification performance comparisons
We performed the classification step by using seven classification methods on the eight datasets without any previous knowledge about the data (like distribution of classes, shape and size of the class data areas). The methods used were: (i) Conventional k-NN (conv-k-NN), (ii) HCAHC, (iii) HCAHC-sqrt, (iv) RHC, (v) CNN, (vi) RSP3, and, (vii) Hwang's method.
The performance measurements of conv-k-NN are shown in Table 1 while the measurements of the speed-up methods are depicted in Figure 2 . In particular, figure 2 includes one diagram for each dataset. The eight diagrams present the cost measurements (in terms of millions or thousands distance computations) on the x-axis and the corresponding accuracy on the y-axis. The cost measurements indicate how many distances were computed in order to classify all testing items. Since, we used a cross-validation schema, cost measurements are average values.
Almost in all cases, HCAHC and HCAHC-sqrt achieved noteworthy performances. In some cases, they even reached the accuracy level of conv-k-NN. All diagrams show that rule Rk = ⌊ √ |SU DS|⌋ is a good choice for the determination of Rk. With the exception of the SH dataset, HCAHC achieved better classification performance than all DRTs. On the other hand, although HCAHC and HCAHC-sqrt achieved higher accuracy than Hwang's method in all datasets, for the MGT, SH, and PH datasets, Hwang's method may be preferable because it achieved accuracies close to those of HCAHC and HCAHC-sqrt at a lower computational cost. Contrary to all other datasets, RNG was the only dataset where low Rk parameter values performed better than higher values (in Figure 2(h) , HCAHC classifiers were built with Rk=2 and Rk=3. HCAHC-sqrt was built using a higher Rk value. Consequently, the corresponding performance measurements were quite bad.
Concerning the SH dataset, CNN and RSP3 built very small Condensing Sets. Thus, the k-NN classifiers that executed over these CSs, were not only accurate but very fast as well. HCAHC and HCAHC-sqrt were able to achieve the accuracy levels of CNN and RSP3 at a higher computational cost. Finally, we should consider the fact that SH is an imbalanced dataset. It has two very rare classes. Despite that, HCAHC and HCAHC-sqrt were able to classify testing items of the rare classes with high accuracy.
Conclusions
Speeding-up distance based classifiers is a very important issue in data mining. In this paper, we presented and evaluated a hybrid classification method. The motivation of our work was the development of a non-parametric method that has low pre-processing cost and is able to classify new items fast and with high accuracy. We presented a non-parametric fast pre-processing algorithm that builds a two-level data structure, and a hybrid classifier that makes predictions by accessing either the first or the second level of this structure. The proposed classifier is parametric since it uses parameter Rk (number of cluster representatives to use in a first level search). However, we demonstrated how Rk can be automatically determined and render the proposed method non-parametric. Experimental results based on eight real-life datasets showed that our method achieved the aforementioned goals.
Our future work includes the incremental execution of the clustering preprocessing procedure. Although the pre-processing algorithm has low computational cost, rebuilding the structure from scratch may be inadequate for dynamic environments.
